
The Soprano XL is the first machine in hampshire that delivers the
pulsed in-motion treatment which feels like a warming of 
the skin, unlike the feeling of being snapped with an elastic 
band experienced with other IPL and Laser treatments. 
In-grown hairs, stubble, shaving shadow, spots and rashes 
are all eliminated as a result of our laser treatment, without 
affecting the rest of the skin.

How it works?

Pain-Free, Hair-Free works by using pulses of infrared diode laser 
energy to gradually heat the hair follicles in the subdermal layer of skin.
Once the hair follicle and bulb are damaged, new hair cannot grow. It is
necessa   ry to have a course of treatments to achieve the desired end 
result. Typically, it will require 6 - 8 treatments,   but I will advise you. 
Please note: Not suitable for grey/white hair.

How do I prepare for a consultation?

In order to assess hair type/texture/density please do NOT wax, bleach
or pluck 4 weeks prior to your appointment, for bikini area a spare pair
of pants is advisable as the gel used during the treatment
can leave underwear damp.

Is it safe

Hair removal is one of the aesthetic medical industry's
most well-known and researched uses of lasers. 
Pain-Free, Hair-Free Soprano®XL laser has provided
permanent hair reduction for thousands of patients
worldwide, safely and successfully since it was
cleared by the FDA in 2005.

What if my skin is naturally dark?

The Soprano XL has been perfected to work
with skin types 1-6, 1 being extremely fair, 6
being extremely dark. This system is perfect
for Easternand African/Carribean skin types.

Laser

Pain Free Laser Hair removal

Call Sharron about an appointment today! 
01794 517171 or 
email bookmein@rewindlaser.co.uk 
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